Wright State University Department of Music
Tuition Waiver for Music Ensembles OVER 18 credit hours
Semester ____________ Year ________

List Music Ensembles below (MUE COURSES ONLY) for which you are registered that place you over 18 credit hours (maximum of three ensembles allowed). You must include correct course and section numbers.

Name ____________________________________________
(please print)

UID # ____________________________________________

MUE ________________ - _____

MUE ________________ - _____

MUE ________________ - _____

Signature ___________________________ Date ____________________

YOU MUST BE REGISTERED FOR THESE ENSEMBLE COURSES AND FOR OVER 18 CREDIT HOURS PRIOR TO SUBMITTING THIS FORM. RETURN COMPLETED FORM TO THE OFFICE ASSISTANT IN THE DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC OFFICE (NOT REGISTRAR).